January 14, 2014
Via Electronic Mail to NFPA (stds_admin@nfpa.org)
Standards Council – Fire Test Committee
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
1 Batterymarch Park
Quincy, MA 02169
Re: New Test Method to Evaluate Fire/Ignition Resistance of Upholstered Furniture Subject to a
Flaming Ignition Source
These comments have been developed on behalf of the US home furnishings industry (industry
stakeholders) by the American Home Furnishings Alliance (hereafter AHFA), the Upholstered Furniture
Action Council (UFAC), the Polyurethane Foam Association (PFA), the National Council of Textile
Organizations (NCTO), and the North American Home Furnishings Association (NAHFA).
The AHFA is the world’s largest trade organization serving the home furnishings industry. AHFA
member companies primarily operate residential upholstered furniture manufacturing facilities and
comprise an extensive global supply chain that provides a wide variety of residential home furnishings to
the US consumer.
The issue of upholstered furniture flammability has been a topic of discussion and debate at the
US Consumer Product Safety Commission (hereafter CPSC) since it inherited the Flammable Fabrics Act
from Congress in 1973. The issue of small-open flame and smolder ignition standards have been
proposed and evaluated by the CPSC since 1981. For over 30 years, the CPSC has inherently understood
that the focus on cigarette-smolder ignition remains the highest value effort in reducing the incidence
and severity of residential upholstered furniture fires.
Since the 1980’s, upholstered furniture manufacturers’ efforts have directly led to significant
declines in both the number of incidents where upholstered furniture was the first article ignited, as
well as the severity of those incidents as measured in injuries and deaths. In fact, data collected by the
National Fire Protection Association (hereafter NFPA) from 2005-2009, demonstrates that upholstered
furniture was the first ignited item in only 2% of reported home structure fires1. In numbers, fires
reported where upholstered furniture was the first ignited item has decreased from 21,500 in 1980 to
1,500 in 2010. This 93% decrease can largely be attributed to voluntary programs such as the
Upholstered Furniture Action Council (UFAC) program, as well as voluntary testing standards such as the
ASTM E1353 standard. This 93% decrease speaks volumes to the success of the industry in addressing
this issue. It is important to note these numbers are actually conservative, as they do not account for the
increase in US population or furniture placements within US homes. Also, fire incidents continue to
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trend downward, as older furniture is removed from the marketplace and is replaced with newer
models.
It should also be noted that the contribution of upholstered furniture as the material first
ignited in home smoking materials fires has decreased significantly since 19802. In 1980, 30% of fire
events identified upholstered furniture as the primary ignition source. In 2010, that number had
decreased to 8.5%². The number of fire events is decreasing! The percentage of those events where
upholstered furniture was the material first ignited in home smoking materials fires is also dropping,
showing a 72% reduction over 30 years2. All of this occurred while the number of US homes and the
number of articles of furniture within those homes continues to rise. In 2010, there were 0.387 fire
deaths per million pieces of furniture placed within US homes¹’3 .
The two primary modes of furniture ignition remain smolder and small-open flame. However,
these two modes have significant differences in their contribution to overall upholstered furniture fires.
In its 2008 ANPR, the CPSC noted that of those fires considered addressable, 90% of the deaths that
occurred were ignited by smoking materials4. In other words, 90% of the deaths within addressable fires
were caused by a fire that began with a smoldering ignition source. It should be noted that recent
evidence on smolder ignition sources is promising. The reduced ignition propensity (RIP) cigarette, while
introduced in 2003, did not see complete implementation across all 50 states until 20115. For example,
in 2008 only 38% of the United States population lived in states that mandated the RIP cigarette⁵. With
the complete implementation of the RIP cigarette legislation now completed, in combination with fewer
smokers, continuously more aggressive anti-smoking campaigns, higher tax rates on these products,
improved use of smoke detectors and sprinkler systems, these improvements will continue to drive the
decrease of smolder ignited furniture events.
That takes us to the remaining 10% of fires, attributed to all other sources including open flame.
Since 1994 barrier technology has been discussed, but has proven inconclusive at best and ineffective at
worst in addressing the primary cause of residential upholstered furniture fires. Currently available
barrier technology utilized by the mattress industry, with its simple uniform shape, limited types of
ticking fabrics and use, is not well-suited for application to upholstered furniture. The various
geometries, spatial relationships, design, construction, cover fabric options and varying consumer use all
specifically prevent a simple uniform application of barriers. These primary differences prevent a one
size fits all solution to barrier technology within upholstered furniture. Additionally, consumer
preferences and comfort remain the driving force behind design advancements. Upholstered furniture
flammability performance has improved 93% without consumer sacrifice of hand, drape, seat or price of
residential upholstered furniture. There is little data to support that an inconclusive solution that
requires compromises by the consumer within selection, comfort, style AND price will find a great level
of demand in the marketplace.
This leads us to a discussion of upholstered furniture that is involved in a ‘fire event’ not as the
primary source of ignition but as the second or third item ignited. Current estimates of fires or deaths
where upholstered furniture is the primary contributor to fire or flame spread but not the first item
ignited are pure speculation. The assumptions made when generating these estimates are not
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supported by data. Additional data collection and extensive research with fire departments
participating in NFIRS would be needed before any standard development could be justified.
In conclusion, the AHFA believes NFPA should not pursue the development of a ‘small open
flame test method’ because it shifts the focus from arguably the greatest risk, smolder ignition:
1. Smoldering ignition rather than small open flame ignition is still responsible for the majority
of fire deaths from fires originating in upholstered furniture.
2. The State of California updated TB-117 by eliminating the requirement for a small open
flame standard. In their research and in the interest of fire safety, they determined to move
to a smolder ignition standard.
3. Open flame testing will require a full scale ‘build one-burn one’ testing scheme that will
create a significant testing burden on manufacturers. With the vast number of different
constructions and styles utilized in the industry, a single cover fabric may be used on
numerous builds and a single build could be sold with numerous cover fabrics. Without the
ability to meet a standard using a component level testing scheme, the marketplace is hurt
by limiting availability and options.
4. With the technology currently available, an open-flame standard can only be met using
flame retardant chemicals. Many states are looking at various restrictions on flame
retardant chemicals. This could leave manufacturers in a situation of being required to meet
an open-flame standard for one state and required to meet chemical requirements in
another; an obvious untenable situation.
5. Other options to address open flame ignition of upholstered furniture, such as barriers, have
been proven not to be cost effective and limit the styling and comfort demanded by
consumers.
6. Several UK studies indicate high concentrations of flame retardant chemicals are used to
meet the open flame requirements of BS 5852.
7. AHFA believes NFPA should evaluate and understand why California moved away from an
open-flame standard. It is clear that in their complete evaluation of available research, they
determined the best benefit to fire-risk was a smolder ignition test method similar to UFAC.
AHFA appreciates the opportunity to provide comment on this important subject. We greatly
respect the important work and research performed by NFPA and its members. Should NFPA decide to
pursue the development of an open flame standard we respectfully request that industry be invited to
participate so that real world manufacturing and design issues can be considered during the process.
Respectfully,

Bill Perdue
VP Regulatory Affairs
American Home Furnishing Alliance
bperdue@ahfa.us, 336-881-1017
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